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Place the backing fabric (C) right side down. Layer the batting (B) on top. Place two (A) strips 
right sides together along the left edge of the quilt batting (B). Sew the two strips together along 
the right side using a 1/4″ seam making sure to sew through all of the layers. Fold the fabric open, 
and continue adding new strips in the same way  until the entire piece of batting is covered. Feel 
free to quilt the top of the strips as you go as well!

Trace the heart template (see next page) onto the completed QAYG fabric.  Sew along the drawn 
line, then cut around the heart shape using pinking shears.

Using 6 strands of embroidery floss (D), thread the floss though the top center of the heart. Tie in a 
knot at the top and you’re done with your quilty heart ornament!

Make them in a variety of sizes! Larger ones are great for mug rugs, placemats, and bunting!

Supplies
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Quilt Batting
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1
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